The American Arbitration Association® is the world leader in providing alternative dispute resolution (ADR) to resolve complex commercial energy cases.

COMMERCIAL ENERGY SERVICES

The AAA resolves numerous energy disputes worldwide, and the AAA’s ADR clauses are included in many contracts and agreements by energy and utility companies. Energy-related cases range from small claims between two parties to large, complex multi-party cases involving multi-million dollar amounts.

Below are examples of energy-related claims that were resolved by ADR:

- Power, Supply, Pricing, Sale and Purchase
- Joint Ventures, Financing and Investment
- Tax and Royalties
- Production, Transportation and Marketing
- General Regulatory and Federal
- Energy Plant Operation
- Mass Claims ADR Programs

AAA NATIONAL ENERGY PANEL

The AAA National Energy Panel provides parties the ability to choose arbitrators and mediators who are well versed in the technical, business and legal aspects of energy disputes. To be considered for the National Energy Panel, candidates must meet the Qualification Criteria and Responsibilities for the AAA National Energy Panel, which places an emphasis on significant energy expertise.

AAA’s National Roster of Neutrals is comprised of leading experts with varied industry experience.

Our diverse and comprehensive panel includes:

- General Counsel
- Upstream and Downstream Experts
- Energy, Construction and Employment Lawyers
- Labor Professionals
- Facility or Production Managers
- Utility Hearing Officers
- Former Federal and State Judges
- Human Resource Representatives
- Pipeline and Rig-Construction Experts

THE AAA HANDLES THE SPECTRUM OF DISPUTES IN THE FOLLOWING ENERGY SECTORS, AMONG OTHERS:

- **Petroleum Oil & Gas**: Refiners, Transporters and End Users.
- **Natural Gas & Shale**: Extraction, Manufacture, Distribution and Sales
- **Electric Power**: Generation, Distribution, Transmission (including municipalities and cooperatives)
- **Renewable, Alternative and Sustainable Energy**: (including wind and solar)

Need more information on how the AAA can help you with your energy-related ADR needs?

Need help finding a mediator?

Need help filing a case?

CONTACT:
Ingeuneal C. Gray, Esq.
GrayI@adr.org
(832) 308-7893